INTRODUCTION
The growth in size of especially container ships is a reason of concern. Structurally these ships are very demanding, the structure is essentially U-shaped especially causing flexibility in the torsional direction. Next to this it is a real challenge to have enough steel at deck level so that the neutral axis is sufficiently high. A consequence of the U-shaped structure is that the sheer center of the structure is well below the keel, typically a distance of the order of the depth of the vessel. This low sheer center means that there is a strong coupling between lateral and torsional bending.
Another aspect of large container vessels is the low resonance frequencies of the global modes. The resonance frequency for the two-node vertical bending, the two-node horizontal bending and the one-node torsion mode all are in the order of 2 sec. for a 9,000 TEU vessel. This characteristic makes the vessel sensitive to impulsive wave loads, whipping, and even springing. The EU FP7 TULCS project was started to address these issues. The project involved the development of new calculation tools, coupling tools from the hydrodynamic loads to the structural response, full scale measurements and several types of model experiments for the validation of the tools. This paper focuses on the so-called 'sophisticated model tests' that aimed at model testing a flexural model of a large size container ship in waves.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Many experiments on all sorts of ships have been performed, also experiments to measure the internal loads. One of the very first experiments was carried out by Lewis (1954) , who already studied slamming and whipping events. He concluded that the elastic response of the ships is quite different to that of a model, thus initiating in fact a whole new research area. It lasted until well in the 1980s before experiments were reported in which the elastic behavior of the ship was modeled. There appeared two different methods to model the flexibility of the ship; the first is to really build a model from some elastic material, the second is to build the model subdivided in a number of rigid segments that are connected by a flexible beam.
The first option is the least popular. Watanabe et al. (1989) used a model made of PU foam and resin to study wave loads on a model of the S-175 container ship and on a variant of this design having more bow flare. The publication gives no details on the benefits or problems of this approach. Results are presented on the differences between the peaks in hogging and sagging in a regular head wave. Hay et al. (1994) used a PVC model of a frigate for their experiments. The main structural members of the ship were present in the model. Due to the required instrumentation and equipment of the model, only sectional loads could be measured amidships. Normal strain gauges were used to measure stresses at 7 longitudinal positions. Iijima et al. (2009) balances pro's and con's of a fully elastic model and a segmented one. He concludes that a fully elastic model, made from some plastic, suffers from too much internal damping for a proper evaluation of the vibration modes. Instead he opts for a segmented model with a flexural beam consisting of a rectangular aluminum extrusion with five, relatively small, cut-outs in the upper face. Sawada et al. (1987) built models of various ships using a construction in composites and a segmented model connected by a flexible beam. Both methods seem to work satisfactory. Details are unknown, the article is in Japanese, only the summary is in English.
The second option is to build a segmented model and connect these either by a fully elastic beam or by a 'segmented' beam having rigid parts over the length of the segments and hinges at the interface between the segments. An advantage of this latter system is, that the connections can be made adjustable so that different resonance frequencies can be simulated. McTaggart et al. (1997) built a model of a frigate consisting of 6 fiberglass segments held together by a flexible beam. The beam was constructed of Lexan, a polycarbonate plastic with carbon/epoxy stiffeners in the corners. The carbon/epoxy stiffeners are the real backbone, they are the only elements that run over the full length of the beam. By changing the height and the width of the beam, the variation of the stiffness over the length could be modeled. McTaggart achieved to properly model the first 3 modes for vertical bending (resonance frequencies); there was no full scale data to compare horizontal bending. Kapsenberg and Brizzolara (1999) built a model of a fast ferry consisting of two segments. The segments were connected with a spring with adjustable stiffness. The construction allowed a reduction of the resonance frequency by a factor two. Reducing the stiffness showed a very strong increase of higher harmonics in the VBM amidships. Malenica et al. (2003) used a 10 segment model to measure the motions and deformations of a very flexible barge. The segments were connected by two flexible plates. The resonance frequencies of the deformation modes were higher than the wave frequency, so in fact the model deformed in a quasi-static way. Dessi et al. (2003) , Dessi and Mariani (2006) and Ciappi et al. (2003) carried out model tests on a (very) fast ferry. The model consisted of 6 segments, connected with an elastic beam. The beam consisted of 20 elements of aluminum extrusions with varying dimensions to properly model the vertical mode shapes. The focus was on vertical loads in head seas, the achieved a good correlation with the theoretical mode shapes up to the 3-node VB. Storhaug and Moan (2006) did springing and whipping experiments on a 4-segment model of a bulk carrier. They used a beam consisting of rigid parts with adjustable flexible connections at the interface of the segments. Drummen (2008) carried out model tests on 4-segment model of a container ship. The system of the backbone was similar to the one used by Storhaug and Moan, not surprising since both experiments were carried out at Marintek, Norway. An identical system in the same facility was used by Wu et al. (2010) to measure the loads on a model of a 13,000 TEU container ship. Iijima et al. (2009) carried out springing experiments on a 17 segment model of a bulk carrier. They used a continuous aluminum beam with cut-outs to reduce the torsion stiffness, the beam was more or less the same length as the model and placed on top of the hull segments. The experiments were also conducted in the Marintek facilities. Miyake et al. (2009; carried out experiments on a very large container ship. They used a model consisting of 6 segments that were connected by a prismatic beam, the beam was located close to the design water line of the model. Tests were only conducted in head seas, so only the vertical plane deformation modes were modeled. There are quite a few publications on the WILS project; the ones describing the model are by Hong et al. (2011; 2014) . The objective of these experiments was also to measure springing and whipping of a large size container ship. They used a quite large model consisting of 6 segments that were connected by a steel beam. Interestingly they did experiments with two different beams, one a H-type and the second a U-type. The beam did not change the natural frequencies and the mode shapes of the vertical plane deformations, but it did change the coupling between the horizontal plane and torsion deformations.
Conclusions from the review
It is very complicated -and expensive -to build a real flexible model, this has only been done very few times. The more common procedure is to sub-divide the hull in a number of segments that are connected by a beam. The number of segments depends fully on the ambition of modeling a certain number of deformation modes, the higher the mode shapes, the higher the number of segments. The beams that connect the segments are usually from either aluminum or steel, only a very few times a beam from plastics has been used. An important reason for this choice is the problems of measuring strains with electrical strain gauges on plastic materials. The heat produced by the strain gauges is not easily conducted in the plastic and therefore disrupts the measurement. Optical strain gauges could solve this problem, but they are not (yet) commonly used at the experimental facilities. Two of the larger experimental facilities in Europe, Marintek and Marin, have used a system of rigid parts of the backbone and flexible joints by way of the segment division. This system has the advantage that it is relatively easy to build a system where the flexibility of the joints can be adjusted. Both facilities use a more or less continuously bending beam for their latest tests and, independently, decided that a box-type beam with cut-outs to reduce the torsion stiffness would fit the requirements. A reason for this change is the important weight of the flexible joints, this creates problems if the number of segments increases.
THE MODEL

Requirements
The objective of the model tests is to validate software that calculates motions and internal loads of a flexible ship. As a consequence the relevant deformation modes of the vessel need to be present in the model. The structural model of the ship was available and showed that there were 4 resonance modes with a natural period > 1 sec. as shown in Table 1 . From an analysis of the mode shapes of the ship it was concluded that 6 segments were required with cuts at St 5.3, St 7.5, St 9.6, St 13.2 and St 17.8. Since a measurement campaign of the ship was also part of the TULCS project, care was taken that the sections at which full scale data were gathered should also have a corresponding measurement location in this model.
The segments were connected through a flexible beam. The beam was designed with a shear center as low as possible and the beam was mounted as low as possible in the model. To have the shear center at a location corresponding to the same of the ship requires a beam with a height in the order of the depth of the model. Since we have bad experience with the measurement of strains using electrical strain gauges on a plastic material, and since optical strain gauges could not be used, we chose to have an aluminum beam with a as thin as practicable wall thickness. The smaller dimensions of such a beam compared to the cross section of the model would result in the shear center being not low enough. This was accepted as being unavoidable. 
Design
The actual design of the beam was made using a FE analysis of alternative beam configurations and an estimated weight distribution of the model. The final design was an aluminum rectangular sections with several cut-outs to decrease the torsion stiffness. The beam should be fitted as low in the model as possible, which required and upward angle for the bow section of the beam; this is illustrated in Fig. 5 .
The connection of the beam to the segments was a special point of concern. These connections should transfer the loads from the segment to the beam without restricting the beam to deform according to the global loads. Especially a sizable deformation in torsion was expected. A second aspect is, that the strain gauges fitted on the beam should not be affected by the local loads introduced by the connections. The final design for the connection rods is shown in Fig. 7 , it consists of a rod with two very thin sections to have a minimum transfer of moments from the segment to the beam.
The gap between adjacent segments was designed as 10 mm. One of the reasons to make the gap relatively large is, that some room is necessary to prevent contact of the segments; a second aspect is force transfer through the thin latex seal closing the gap. The force transfer can be quite minimal for vertical and horizontal bending when the latex seal is fitted with some spare room. A torsion deformation will however introduce a shear force over the full length of the seal, this condition is the critical design consideration for the gap distance. The gap was 10 mm wide at the baseline and increased progressively to 15 mm at the main deck level as deformations are larger at the deck.
Construction
The objective of the tests was to reproduce the flexible characteristics of a real ULCS in the horizontal, vertical and torsion deflection modes. The aim was to reproduce as accurately as possible the first few deformation modes in the degrees of freedom as said before. Some of the tests were repeated after increasing the rigidity of the model in order to study the influence of the flexibility in the loads.
Therefore final design consisted in building the model in six segments joined by a flexible backbone made up from a Ushape aluminum beam. The hydrodynamic and inertial loads on each segment are transferred to the beam by means of links made of steel rods arranged in such a way that the rigidity of each segment contributed only negligibly to the flexibility of the beam.
In order to get a good reproduction of the natural modes four aspects are of relevance: 1) The number and position of the cuts between segments.
2) The geometry of the backbone beam.
3) The design of the links between segments and beam. 4) The weight distribution of each segment.
These aspects are discussed in the following.
Scale and main particulars
A scale of 1:80 was chosen as a compromise between the capabilities of the tank in terms of waves and speed and the necessity of having enough volume and weight margin to adjust the weight distribution and fit the necessary instrumentation. As the model was shared with the Extreme Seas project which looked at the effect of large waves, the model has to be of a moderate size.
The model was made in FRP with a mean thickness of 3 mm and it was divided in six segments. The positions of the cuts were decided based in part in the sections were the real ship was instrumented and in the necessity to reproduce first the modal shapes in all degrees of freedom. The rigidity of the hull was increased by means of frames made of FRP omegas shown in the following pictures.
The FRP segments were constructed up to the main deck. The sides were prolonged up by plywood simulating the presence of containers. In this way the freeboard was increased to avoid water shipping while maintaining the top open for easy access to the instrumentation. 
The backbone beam
The beam itself was made from a box beam 100 mm wide and 70 mm high. Rectangular holes 70 mm wide were made in several positions in the upper side of the beam in order to obtain an open U shape (see Fig. 5 ). The shear centre of this open section is 32.1 mm below the lower face of the beam and as the beam was located 15 mm above the baseline, the shear centre is 17.1 mm below the hull (1.368 m at full scale). The shear centre of the real ship is much below this point but lowering it in the model was not considered feasible.
In the forward part the beam is inclined by 20º in order to avoid the narrow bulb sections. The main dimensions of the cross section of the beam are shown in Figs. 5 and 7. 
Reinforcing frames
The links between the segments and the backbone beam
The way the backbone beam is connected to the hull was carefully designed in such a way that all the hydrodynamic and inertial loads exerted on the segment are carried to the beam while the stiffness of the segment does not affect appreciably the flexibility of the beam.
On each segment there were eight links between the beam and the hull. Each link consisted in a rod 5 mm in diameter with a notch near each end with a reduced diameter of 2 mm. In this way the axial stiffness of the rod is several orders of magnitude larger than the flexural one so that the load transferred was mostly axial. At the same time the buckling resistance was large enough for the expected loads. The links were disposed in two sections near the forward and aft cuts of each segment. In the aft section there were two parallel vertical links and to horizontal links. The vertical ones were attached to the lower face of the beam on one end and to transversal U beams attached to the hull sides by means of brackets on the upper end. The horizontal ones were attached on one
Horizontal rods Horizontal rods
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Longitudinal rod Support for the longitudinal rod end to the sides of the beam near its lower face and on the other side to the hull bottom through L brackets.
In the forward section the disposition is similar except that only one vertical link is installed instead of two. One more rod was disposed longitudinally inside the beam and attached to its bottom face on one end and to a rigid vertical rod fixed to the hull on the other end. The four horizontal rods transmit FY and MZ, the three vertical rods in triangle transmit FZ, MX and MY, and the longitudinal one transmits FX.
Weight distribution
The weight distribution (mass, COG and three moments of inertia) of each segment and the whole ship was adjusted as close as possible to the values of the real ship. Due to the small size of some segments, it was necessary to design and construct a new system for inertia measurement as the ones existing in CEHIPAR were designed for larger masses. The system consisted in a table that can be oscillated at different frequencies while the torque was measured allowing the determination of inertia and COG.
For the smaller segments it was not possible to reach the target values. This is because a large part of the weight is imposed by the beam itself, so leaving a low margin for adjustments (the smaller segments has a weight of only 15 kg). We have tried to compensate the errors among segments so that the best fit for the whole ship were obtained.
Instrumentation
For the flexible model a total of 115 channels were recorded plus two additional ones for the added resistance tests. For the rigid model 15 signals from the loads cells were added amounting to a total of 130 channels. The time series were post processed to give directly the loads on each cut so that the final amount of channels is slightly less. The instrumentation consisted of:
• Incoming wave. A resistive sensor was put 5 m forward of the mean position of the model.
• Relative motions. Resistive wave sensors attached to the model were used to measure relative motions at stations 18, 19.5 and 20.5. This last was just forward of the bow.
• Rudder and engine. Both the command signal to the rudder and the actual position were recorded. The last one was measured by means of an encoder. In the same wave the commanded and actual rpm of the propeller were recorded.
• Speed of the carriage. The carriage was following the model and is the reference for the motion measurements of it. To get an absolute reference we recorded the speed of the carriage, measured by encoders, in both the X (towards the wavemaker) and the Y (towards port) directions.
• Absolute motions. The 6 DOF absolute motions relative to the carriage were measured by means of an optical tracking system (Krypton).
• Strain gauge signals. A total of 50 signals (10 at each cut) from the strain gauges at each cut were recorded. The signals register the mV/V measured at each gauge. They are described in a following subsection.
• An inertial platform was fitted on the beam at each segment at the coordinates indicated in the table. Each inertial platform (trademark Xsens) has three accelerometers and three gyro rate sensors in three orthogonal axes. In this way the absolute and angular deflections of the beam can be determined. They were used specially for the measurement of the actual mode shapes of the beam during the shaker tests described below. The inertial platforms have additionally three magnetometers to give the angular position relative to the earth frame but these were not recorded because the magnetic field generated by the carriage motors and wave maker make them useless.
• Pressure sensors. Ten pressure ceramic sensors were installed in the forward segment to measure the wave pile up (see Fig. 10 ). They were arranged in two vertical lines, five at section 18 and five at section 19.5, from near the keel to high up over the water line
• Added resistance. For the added resistance tests the model was "towed" with two soft lines forward and aft. Each line had a load cell. All the signals with the exception of those corresponding to the inertial platforms were connected to Hottinger signal conditioners. These conditioners do all the necessary signal conditioning: power supply, strain gage compensation, filtering as well as sampling. The sampling was made at 200 Hz (22.36 Hz at full scale). The reason of not using a higher sampling rate is that the pressure sensors were not intended to measure slamming but just the wave run-up in the bow. The signals conditioners were inside the model and the sampled data was transmitted to the carriage through a local net cable.
The inertial platforms provide the data (accelerations and rotation rates) already in a digitized manner though a single cable that connects them in daisy chain fashion. It was necessary to develop a special computer program to acquire both kinds of data simultaneously and synchronize them.
As a consequence of this disposition the size of the umbilical connecting the model to the carriage was kept to a minimum. An umbilical with more than 130 cables would be unmanageable and would affect too much the model behavior. At the end the umbilical consisted basically of: power supply, signal conditioners net cable, inertial platforms cable and two control lines for rudder and rpm.
Beam instrumentation
There are 5 measurement sections in the beam, one at each cut, all instrumented with the same lay-out and the same type of sensors. At each cut a total of 10 strain gauges were glued to the beam in order to measure the three forces and three moments transmitted from segment to segment. The arrangement is described in Figs. 11 and 12 . It is customary to connect the gauges in Wheatstone bridges but in this case the information regarding the different loads is shared between different gauges. Therefore the mV/V (proportional to the strain) where measured and recorded separately for each gauge giving a total of 50 signals. An alternative would had been to duplicate some gauges but this would increase a lot the number of signals. 
Stiffening of the model
The tests mentioned before were repeated with a much stiffer model in order to investigate the effect of the flexibility. To make the model stiffer three rods were added at each cut joining the two adjacent segments. These links were on a plane high above the beam, near the main deck. Two were longitudinal and near sides giving stiffness in the vertical and lateral modes. The third was transversal giving stiffness in the torsion. Each rod was fitted with a load cell so that the three measured forces combined with the measurements of the 10 strain gauges on each section allow the determination of the three forces and moments transmitted between them. 
Beam calibration
An ample series of measurements were made of the signals from the strain gages applying known static loads. This allowed to calculate the internal loads (forces and moments) form the signals coming from the ten strain gages of each section.
Fifteen (15) load cases were defined in which a variable static load was applied to the beam giving a total of 403 calibration points. The beam was fully instrumented with 50 strain gauges, but not built into the hull of the model. abnormalities. All the gauges in all cases showed a linear response although, as could probably could be expected, some crosstalk (gauges responding to loads to which they should not) was observed. Most of this crosstalk was removed by the following step. 3) The third step is to build the final calibration matrix and to determine the calibration coefficients that relate the global loads to the strain gage signals. The following dependencies are used between sensor and loads. Fig. 15 Example of results of the beam calibration for one of the transversal cuts.
The F j functions are linear functions for each load and each section. The coefficients are determined by a least squares method using all the static loads tests. The groups of gauges for each load were selected considering the theoretical elastic behavior of a "linear" beam cross section. Fig. 15 shows the results for one of the sections. It shows the calculated load versus the theoretical one. The correlation is very good except for the longitudinal (X) force. This was expected as the rigidity of the beam in this direction is very much larger than for the other loads and therefore the signals are very low. In any case this is by far the less interesting load. The calibration of torsion was specially difficult as the torsion flexibility is very high. This means that when aplying a vertical load, it is enough a misalignment of a few tenths of a mm to induce appreciable torsion stresses. But the results shown show a good correlation between applied loads and mesaured ones. Also, the installation of the beam on the model was made in such a way as to allw almost cmpleate warpping of the beam. In the same way the supports used during calibration allowed the warpping.
Determination of the modal shapes
One of the more difficult tasks within this work was the determination of the modal shapes of the model in vertical, horizontal and torsion modes. This implies determining at which frequencies the resonances occur but also what is the shape of the beam at those resonances. To this purpose, two alternatives were considered:
• Hammer tests. These consist in hitting the model with a soft hammer and recording the oscillations and their decay.
• Shaker tests. In this case the beam is excited vertically or transversally with a special device (shaker) which applies harmonic forces or moments at specific frequencies covering the range of interest.
After doing this our conclusion is that the hammer tests were useless while the shaker tests were difficult, but at the end they gave acceptable results. The hammer tests were useless because the first mode masked all the other responses and even the main response was contaminated by noise. The measurement of the natural mode shapes had to be done in dry (on air) and wet (free floating on water) conditions. For the dry modes the model was suspended by a system of soft springs in such a way that the natural frequencies of resonance of the mass-spring system in all the degrees of freedom are well below the resonance modes of the beam. That means below about 2 Hz at model scale. This was accomplished by hanging the model from six springs arranged in three pairs symmetric about the centerline. The same transversal U beams used for linking the hull to the beam are used for this purpose (Fig. 16) . Each spring had a rigidity of 600 N/m. Fig. 16 The model hanged from soft springs to measure dry modes.
We had to try different exciting systems until we got a good one and therefore in some cases we have several estimates of the modal shapes. The best alternative was found to be a rotating weight moved by a powerful step motor. In any case the vertical or transversal force was measured by means of a load cell. Apart from this we recorded the measurements of the 50 strain gauges fitted to the backbone as well as the accelerations and gyro rates of the six segments from the inertial platforms.
In order to detect the frequencies at which resonance occur we plotted the RAO of VBM at each section, the RAO of vertical accelerations at each segment and the corresponding RAO of gyro rate versus frequency. The RAO's here are defined as the ratio of the amplitude of each signal to the amplitude of the exciting force. The peaks in these curves indicate the resonances. Also the response shall be in quadrature with the excitation at these points.
It is not possible here to give all the results so we just present some results related to the dry vertical modes. The RAO is given in Fig. 17 for the vertical accelerations and VBM. As some measuring points can be at or near nodes, it is better to look at the average of all the segments. It interesting to look at both results simultaneously to get a better overall picture. The accelerations are more sensitive but they show a peak at around 2.5 Hz that is actually a result of a resonance in torsion. This happens because the model is very flexible in torsion and therefore any asymmetry of the applied load excites large motions but no VBM. At the end there are two clear peaks at around 6.1 Hz (two node vertical mode) and 14.2 Hz (three node vertical mode).
The target values were 6 Hz and 12.4 Hz respectively so these results are very good. The inertial platforms allow also to measure the deflection shape of the beam. From the accelerometers we can get the vertical deflections and from the gyro rates the slopes. One example is shown in Fig. 18 . It corresponds to the two node vertical dry node. The Figure show two estimates corresponding to two of the three different shakers used.
An example of stress levels measured with the shaker tests in the case of torsion and horizontal bending is given in Fig. 19 . In this case it is not possible to separate the two excitations and therefore the results are coupled but can be separated by analyzing the beam deflection measured by the inertial platforms. The following table compares the attained frequencies with the target ones. The results are good specially for the first modes. For the numerical models it is also important to determine the damping ratio for the natural modes. This could be easily be found from the decay curves obtained in hammer tests but as said before we were not able to analyse them. As an alternative we used the method of half power bandwidth. The half power bandwidth ( ) ω Δ is defined as the width of the frequency band for which the power is higher than half the value at the peak. The power is considered to be proportional to the deflection squared. Then the damping is approximately: Here only an example has being given but the trend is the same for all cases: wet or dry; vertical, horizontal or torsion. The final values are very near the target for the lower frequencies and have larger errors for higher frequencies but overall they are satisfactory.
THE TESTS
The tests were carried out at Ship Dynamics Laboratory of CEHIPAR in Madrid. The facilities, tests setup and test matrix is described in the following.
Test facility
The Ship's Dynamics Laboratory of CEHIPAR is a basin designed for carrying out hydrodynamic tests of ships and offshore structures both in seakeeping and maneuverability studies. Its main facility is a basin with wave maker and CPMC (Computerized Planar Motion Carriage) fitted with the most modern instrumentation.
The basin is 150 by 30 m and 5 m deep. Near the wave maker a pit of 10 by 10 m and total depth of 10 m allows the testing of fixed platforms in deep water.
The wave maker is located in one of the 30 m sides. Its 60 flaps with independent motion, together with the use of wall reflection allows the generation of all types of waves with a good quality and inside a wide useful area. Regular and irregular waves can be generated with periods between 0.5 seconds and 5 seconds and heights over 1 m.
The main mission of the CPMC system is to reproduce, with the maximum precision and at model scale, any motion that a real ship can perform at sea. The system consists in a main carriage X covering the full width of the basin and running all along it. The sub-carriage Y, hanging below it, can move all across the basin. Below this, a small At last, the turret Ψ can rotate without limit in both directions. Maximum speeds are 5 m/s in the longitudinal direction and 3.5 m/s in the transversal one. 
Test setup
Except for the added resistance tests (RAW) the model was free running allowing motions in the six degrees of freedom. During the acceleration and deceleration phases the model is towed and controlled by two ropes, one at the bow and another at the stern. When the carriage reaches the desired speed the ropes are released and left slack. Then two PID controllers, one for the rudder and another for the rpm, are in charge in maintaining the heading and the position of the COG relative to the carriage centre. The objective is to maintain the mean speed and to keep the model in range of the optical tracking system. When approaching the end of the run, the ropes are recovered and tightened after which the carriage starts breaking. For the RAW tests the propulsion and rudder were switched off and the model was all the time towed and controlled by the two ropes. A load cell was fitted on each rope in order to measure the added resistance.
Test matrix
The project to develop the segmented model and to carry out the experiments was shared with the EU project Extreme Seas; this cooperation allowed a rather large test matrix of nearly 300 runs to be carried out covering the scope of both projects. It is not possible to describe the tests in detail in this article so we limit to give an overview of them. We can classify the tests into three groups:
• Regular waves as input data for linear codes.
• Irregular wave tests that were selected to study different aspects of the problem: -Mild conditions for observation of linear response.
-Springing response.
-Whipping response.
-Fatigue analysis.
-Extreme sea states.
-Added resistance.
• Deterministic and "real world" waves. These were selected specifically for the Extreme Seas project and included large "design" waves, "academic waves" (breathers and breaking waves) and waves measured in real life like the one shown in 
RESULTS
The results of the experiments show that the objective of the hydro-elastic model is well achieved. The results in a long wave, Fig. 24 , show that the internal loads are quite sinusoidal, but if the wave is shorter and steeper, Fig. 25 , important nonlinear effects appear in the loads. Fig. 26 shows a result in bow quartering waves; this plot illustrates the complex non-linear behavior of the vessel. The wave encounter frequency is 1.6 rad/s, but it also excites the roll motion in its natural frequency of 0.2 rad/s. This low frequent motion is also visible in the torsion moment, but more important is the vibration in the natural frequency of the 1-node torsion deformation. This load component is especially important for the accumulation of fatigue damage. This characteristic is equally apparent in the vertical bending moment as shown in the same Figure. The natural frequency of the 2-node vertical bending mode is much more apparent than the component due to the first order wave force. 
CONCLUSIONS
A model of a large size container ship has been built for model experiments in waves. The ship has quite low natural frequencies for the 1-node torsion deformation and the 2-node horizontal and vertical deformation modes, therefore it was considered essential to design the model such that these and the higher deformation modes are properly represented in the model. This means that as well the natural frequency as the mode shape corresponds to the full scale ship. The solution chosen to meet these requirements is, to build the model in six segments that are connected by a flexible aluminum beam that has the proper structural characteristics. The procedure to design the beam and how to fit it in the model are described in detail.
The characteristic of a large size container ship that the shear center is well below the keel line thus introducing a strong coupling between the horizontal bending modes and the torsion modes is not completely represented in the model due to practical restrictions on materials that can be used to construct the back bone of the model.
It was demonstrated by results of experiments in regular and bow quartering waves that the objectives of the hydro-elastic model were achieved, in short waves important non-linearity's appear in the internal loads that are not present in longer waves. 
